
2022-2023 Social Studies Class Expectations
Assignments:
Assignments are given a due date unless otherwise extended by the teacher. Late assignments are
automatic zeros.

Assignment Extensions:
Scholars are allowed 8 assignment extensions. Extensions are granted per teacher approval.
Sporting events are not excuses for missing or late assignments. Assignment Extensions must be
filled out on the 6-8 Google Classroom. All extension requests must be done before the due date.

How to Submit Assignments:
Submission through Google Docs: IF IT IS NOT SHARED WITH ME VIA GOOGLE
DOCS, IT IS NOT SUBMITTED!
In the title of the Doc it should be titled
Class Code Scholar’s Name Assignment
Class codes are the following:
6th Grade World History I: 6WH1
7th GradeWorld History II: 7WH2
8th Grade: 8NCUS North Carolina and United States History: 8NCUS

Format of ALL Assignments : All papers must have a Bibliography (if Applicable), be Double
Spaced, be in 12pt font size, be inTimes New Roman font, and have citations in the text. We use
Chicago Style formatting therefore footnotes will be used when citing sources. Resources for this
are in Google Classroom.

Expectations:
1) All work will be completed in a timely manner
2) Google Classrooms are expected to be checked daily (Both 6-8 and Grade Specific)
3) Respecting classmates is mandatory.
4) All required readings will be completed before the class.
5) All work will be submitted properly
6) All online communications including concerns and questions will be held through email
7) Notes should be taken daily in class
8) 100% Effort should be given
9) All Assignments will have the following in the top Left Hand Corner

- Name
- Due Date
- Class Code
- Mr. Blount

10) It is expected that time will be managed appropriately.



Cheating and Plagiarism Policy:

Cheating and Plagiarism is not accepted nor is it tolerated. When plagiarism is detected and
found, the scholar will receive an automatic zero on the assignment, an office referral for
Academic Dishonesty, and Parents/Legal Guardians will be contacted.

How to Avoid Plagiarism:
The way to avoid Plagiarism is to make sure that any idea that is not individually unique is cited
in any assignment. If it is not, it is academic dishonesty and intellectual theft.


